Contrasting patterns of language-associated brain activity in autism and Williams syndrome
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Two neurodevelopmental disorders, Williams syndrome (WS) and autism, are both commonly described as having opposite social profiles: social avoidance in autism vs hypersociability in individuals with WS. The goal of this study was to contrast the brain activity associated with language processing in these two populations, in order to understand the very likely interplay between the use of language and the sociability dimension, on which these disorders diverge. Towards this aim, the N400 component of the event-related potentials was used to quantify the processing of semantic integration in these two populations. Results revealed that individuals with WS showed a significantly larger N400 effect, as compared to both typical controls and individuals with autism, while the latter group demonstrated the smallest N400 effect. The findings demonstrate quite opposite profiles of neural correlates of language processing in WS and autism, mirroring their contrasting social phenotypes.
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INTRODUCTION

Williams syndrome (WS) and autism (or, generally, autism spectrum disorders, ASD) are both neurodevelopmental disorders associated with atypical social and communication profiles. While individuals with WS are typically described as extremely sociable, friendly, empathic and possessing socially engaging language (Doyle et al., 2004; Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008), those with ASD are characterized by impaired social interaction and communication skills. Although it is widely recognized that autism is a constellation of cognitive and behavioral deficits, impairments in social functioning and in verbal communication are consistently observed in all individuals with autism, regardless of intelligence quotient (IQ) level or severity of symptoms. On the other hand, despite the multifactorial nature of WS and its complex cognitive and behavioral profile, excessive sociability and a keen interest in interacting with people are the most robust behavioral characteristics of WS (cf. Järvinen-Pasley et al., 2008), a neurodevelopmental disorder caused by a hemizygous deletion of 25–30 genes on chromosome 7q11.23 (Korenberg et al., 2000).

In line with this polar social orientation of the two syndromes are their distinct language skills, which follow a remarkably similar divide. Although linguistic abilities can vary significantly across the autistic spectrum, from a complete absence of receptive and expressive speech to mild impairment in semantics (Tager-Flusberg, 2003, 2004), an overall deficit in the ‘communicative use of language’ is a defining feature of ASD and one of the triad of symptoms at the core of the ASD diagnosis [American Psychiatric Association (APA), 2000]. On the other hand, despite mild to moderate mental retardation, individuals with WS appear to have ‘relatively’ proficiencies in linguistic skills (cf. Mervis et al., 1999), including elaborate and rich vocabularies and pictorial, affect-rich expressive language (Reilly et al., 2004; Brock et al., 2007; Gotelf et al., 2008), that make their speech engaging and facilitate—rather than impede, as in ASD—the likelihood of interaction and communication with others. It is this divide in language skills and use, which mirrors the opposite social profiles that led us to explore how individuals with WS and ASD process language.

One common factor that may underlie a wide range of language abnormalities in ASD can be conceptualized as a difficulty in using semantic context to understand and predict meaning (Tager-Flusberg, 2003, 2004; Harris et al., 2006; Walenski et al., 2006). Even individuals with high-functioning ASD have shown deficits in utilizing sentence context to determine the context-dependent pronunciation of words with several meanings (Firth and Snowling, 1983; Happe, 1997) and to comprehend idioms, an ability heavily relying on interpreting language in context (Kerbel and Grunwell, 1998). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that a prototypical IQ profile for high-functioning autism is characterized by a relatively depressed score on tasks of comprehension, in the face of an otherwise preserved and even IQ profile (Sieg et al., 1996; Goldstein et al., 2002),
underscoring that deficit in understanding language is one of the core features of ASD.

On the other hand, while much controversy has ensued in the field regarding which aspects of language—syntax, semantics, phonology or pragmatics—and how much of it is ‘spared’ in WS (see Karmiloff-Smith et al., 2003 for a review), there seems to be a general consensus that compared to the severe anomalies and deficiencies in non- verbal, visuospatial cognitive functioning, the expressive language of WS individuals is ‘relatively’ proficient (Mervis et al., 1999; Bellugi et al., 2000), even if distinct linguistic skills are not uniformly intact. When compared to their mental-age and, often, chronological-age peers, WS individuals as a group are unusually loquacious and highly expressive (Udwin and Yule, 1990), use a wide variety of affective and social engagement devices in their narratives, such as character speech, sound effects, intensifiers, etc. (Reilly et al., 2004), and give accurate and detailed verbal descriptions of objects (Bellugi et al., 1994) despite being unable to draw the same objects. On standardized vocabulary tests such as the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT), WS subjects perform well above their respective mental ages (Bellugi et al., 2000) and on fluency tasks they produce at least as many items as chronological-age controls, albeit generating more low-frequency words (Bellugi et al., 1994). Additionally, WS individuals produce associates related to the primary meaning of the homonym words as well as unimpaired controls do (Bellugi et al., 2000). Thus, notwithstanding the disagreements regarding the degree of impairment of the morphosyntactic aspects of language, which are beyond the scope of this project, it appears that the vocabulary and semantic organization are ‘relative’ strengths in WS, standing out in stark contrast to their overall intellectual disability and spatial deficits. Yet, it is important to note that the peculiarity of the choice of words generated on fluency tasks, coupled with experimental evidence indicating that individuals with WS (i) produce definitions compatible with both primary and secondary meanings of homonyms on definition tasks, and (ii) provide an equal number of primary and secondary associates to homonyms on a similarity judgment task (Bellugi et al., 2000), suggest an ‘atypical’ (rather than plainly impaired) semantic organization (cf. Karmiloff-Smith et al., 2003).

Thus, the goal of the current study was to contrast the semantic processing in WS and ASD, in order to understand the very likely interplay between the ability to derive meaning out of linguistic context and the sociability dimension, on which WS and ASD seem to represent two ends of the continuum (cf. Tager-Flusberg et al., 2006; Brock et al., 2008; Riby and Hancock, 2008). To quantify the contextual integration ability, we examined the degree to which an electro-physiological index of semantic processing, the N400 component of the event-related potentials (ERPs), distinguished individuals with WS from those with ASD. Considered a robust marker of contextual integration, N400 is sensitive to variations in the semantic content and is thought to reflect the extent to which an individual word is expected, or semantically plausible, given its current linguistic—sentential or discourse—context (Kutas and Hillyard, 1980, 1984).

In the general population, the occurrence of a semantically incongruent word at the end of a sentence is associated with a large N400, a negative-going potential occurring ~400 ms after the critical word onset (Kutas and Hillyard, 1980). The N400 magnitude is inversely related to the degree of semantic fit between a word and its context, such that a word more predictable from the preceding context generates a smaller N400 than a word that is less expected given the preceding words in the sentence (Kutas and Hillyard, 1980, 1984). Overall, it appears that the N400 indexes the ease of integration of stimuli into an ongoing context. When this integration is easier—that is, when a word fits with, or is predicted by the context—the amplitude of N400 is smaller (Kutas and Federmeier, 2000).

Given the behavioral evidence reviewed above, we have predicted that individuals with ASD will be impaired in their abilities to make use of context to establish a semantic expectation against which a target word is judged, manifested in smaller N400 amplitudes, as compared to typically developing (TD) controls. On the other hand, because individuals with WS show relatively preserved albeit atypical semantics, we expected them to exhibit N400 amplitudes comparable to those of TD controls. We have tested this 2-fold prediction using a sentence paradigm based on that described by Holcomb et al. (1992), in which auditory sentences are presented one word at a time, with the final word being either semantically congruent or incongruent with the meaning of the rest of the sentence. Using an auditory paradigm (which is used less commonly than visual/reading tasks in studying the N400 in adults) where participants are listening to ‘spoken’ language was critical given the primacy of this modality in both expressive language of individuals with WS and in impaired verbal communication in ASD. We also examined whether IQ differences affected their N400 responses or moderated the group differences on the N400.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

Sixteen individuals with WS (seven males; mean age 21 years, range 17–30 years) were recruited as part of an ongoing multicenter research program based at the Salk Institute. Genetic diagnoses of WS were established using fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) test for elastin (ELN), a gene invariably associated with the WS microdeletion (Korenberg et al., 2000). Twelve individuals with ASD (11 males; mean age 31 years, range 17–46 years) were recruited from the area clinics. Participants with ASD were all classified as having the social and communicative deficits of autism, including abnormal eye contact, according to the...
Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R; Lord et al., 1994) as young children. As adults, all met the criteria for autism on the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord et al., 2000), as well as the DSM-IV criteria for autism (APA, 2000) as diagnosed by a licensed clinical psychologist. Eighteen healthy individuals (eight males; mean age 30 years, range 19–41 years) were recruited through advertisements in local newspapers and fliers posted in the community and constituted the TD control group. All TD participants were screened for the level of education, and only those with no more than 2 years of college-level education were included in the study.

All potential participants were screened for current and past psychiatric and/or neurological problems, including history of acquired brain injury and seizure disorder. All participants were native speakers of American English and had no known hearing deficits. Data were also collected from two additional TD participants but not included in the analyses because of the excessive motion artifacts in the EEG data.

Demographic and psychometric information for each group is summarized in Table 1. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed significant age differences between the groups \( F(2,45) = 9.40, P < 0.001 \), due to the WS group being younger than the ASD (\( P = 0.003 \)) or the TD (\( P = 0.001 \)) group.

Stimuli
Participants listened to a series of 80 highly contextually constrained sentences, presented over headphones one word at a time. Naturally spoken sentences were digitized at 12 kHz and presented at a rate of one word/1000 ms. Half of the 80 sentences ended with a last word judged by an independent sample to be the best completion ending for that sentence (e.g. ‘Kids learn to read and write in “school”’), and half ended with an anomalous last word (e.g. ‘Kids learn to read and write in “finger”’). The participant’s task was to indicate, by a button press, whether or not the preceding sentence made sense. As described in detail elsewhere (Holcomb et al., 1992; Roder et al., 2000), 160 highly constrained sentences were originally created (a cloze probability >0.8) and were divided into two lists of 80 sentences each. In each list, 40 sentences were presented in their original version that is with their best, highly constrained completion, while in the remaining 40 sentences the last words were exchanged with the words from another list, creating sentences with incongruent endings while retaining the same sentence stems. Each participant heard one list of 80 sentences, with the two lists counterbalanced across participants.

Procedure

**ERP task**
Participants were first exposed to 10 practice trials; behavioral and electrophysiological responses to these practice stimuli were not included in later analyses. Each trial ended with an onset of a visual prompt, which followed 3 s after the final word and indicated that the participant should make a judgment. The prompt remained on the computer screen until the subject made a button response indicating whether or not the sentence made sense. This delayed response was designed to prevent any contamination of ERPs associated with processing of the final word by brain activity associated with motor response. There was a 2- to 3-min self-paced break after every 20 trials.

**Cognitive testing**
At the conclusion of the ERP testing, participants were administered a battery of standardized cognitive tests, in order to ascertain the average range of cognitive abilities in each group, to rule out potential confounding factors for predicted ERP differences. As a measure of general cognitive ability, all participants were administered the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale Third Edition (WAIS-III; Wechsler, 1997) from which verbal, performance and overall (i.e. full scale) intelligence quotients (VIQ, PIQ and FSIQ) were derived. The IQ scores achieved by each group are displayed in Table 1. A repeated measures ANOVA between the groups revealed a significant main effect of group \( F(2,45) = 34.9, P < 0.001 \), such that the TD group obtained significantly higher scores (on VIQ, PIQ and FSIQ) than both WS and ASD groups (all \( P < 0.01 \)), and the ASD group had higher IQ scores than the WS group (all \( P < 0.01 \)), as was expected given the well-documented cognitive phenotypes of WS and ASD.

EEG recording and off-line processing
The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded using a 16-channel tin electrode cap (ElectroCap International Inc., Eaton, Ohio) at 250 Hz, with a bandpass of 0.01–100 Hz. Recordings included eight sites from standard 10/20 placements over left- and right-fronto-central (Fp1/Fp2), frontal (F7/F8), occipital (O1/O2) and mid-line positions (Cz and Pz) and six non-standard sites including left- and right-anterior temporal (L/R22, situated one-half the distance between F7/F8 and T3/T4), temporal (L/R41, situated 33% of the distance from T3/T4 to C3/C4) and
temporo-parietal (WL/WR, situated 50% of the distance between T3/T4 and P3/P4). Additionally, the electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded from over (Fp1) and under the left eye (Le) to monitor blinks and vertical eye movements, and from the right outer canthus (He) to monitor horizontal eye movements. Impedances were maintained below 5 kило оhms. During data acquisition, all electrodes were referenced to A1 (right mastoid).

Off-line, the EEG was low-pass filtered at 30 Hz, re-referenced to an average mastoid reference, and subjected to Independent Component Analysis (ICA; Jung et al., 2000) for correction of eye blinks and lateral eye movement artifacts. The ICA-based artifact rejection procedure allowed retention of most of the trials for analysis. After excluding trials associated with large biological or technical artifacts, a mean of 34/40 trials (85%) per condition (83% for the WS group; 83% for the ASD group; 92% for the TD group) were retained for analysis (the proportion of artifact-free trials per condition was not significantly different between the three groups; \( P = 0.10 \)). Artifact-free data were segmented into 1000-ms-long ERP epochs time-locked to the onset of the final word, for each trial associated with the correct response. The 1000-ms-long segments, baseline-corrected using a 100-ms baseline preceding the final word, were averaged separately for congruent and incongruent conditions.

**ERP component extraction**

For objective, data-driven, measurements of the ERP components, ERPs were subjected to a principal components analysis (PCA), a formal multivariate procedure which has a number of advantages over peak and area measures (cf. Spencer et al., 2001). PCA is a factor-analytic statistical approach used with ERP data to capture variance across electrode sites or across time points, thereby distinguishing between consistent patterns of electrocortical activity and separating latent components that may not be readily apparent in the ERP averages (Spencer et al., 2001; Fishman et al., 2008). A PCA over time, or so-called temporal PCA, was conducted, with the data matrix consisting of voltage readings at each of the 250 time points (1000-s epochs, sampled every 4 ms) as variables and all the channels (16) \( \times \) conditions (2) \( \times \) participants (48) as cases. PCA decomposition was based on covariance association matrix and the resulting solution was rotated using the Varimax procedure to maximize the amount of variance associated with the smallest number of variables (Donchin and Heffley, 1978). The number of components to be rotated was determined by the Scree test (Cattell, 1966).

The resulting PCA factor scores, reflecting the magnitude of activity of a given temporal factor (i.e. time window) for each combination of participant, sentence category and recording site, served as dependent variables and were analyzed for variance across groups and experimental conditions. The N400 was assumed to be embodied by the temporal factor falling in the window corresponding to the N400 latency range (i.e. 400–600 ms) at the vertex, Cz (in accordance with the well-established scalp distribution of the N400 elicited by auditory stimuli). These PCA-derived N400 values were analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA with three between-subjects levels (group: WS, ASD, TD) and two within-subject levels (sentence category: congruent vs incongruent). Tukey HSD was used to test for differences between pairs of groups.

**RESULTS**

Behavioral performance on the ERP task (i.e. accuracy of judgment whether the preceding sentence made sense or not) was first analyzed across the groups. TD participants correctly accepted 97.8% of the semantically appropriate sentences and correctly rejected 96% of semantically anomalous sentences; WS participants correctly accepted 96.8% of the semantically congruent sentences and correctly rejected 95.4% of semantically incongruent sentences; and ASD group correctly accepted 82.7% of the congruent sentences and correctly rejected 81% of incongruent sentences (Table 1). ANOVA conducted on three levels of group revealed significant effect for group \( \left[F(2,45) = 10.10, P < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.33\right] \). Pair-wise comparisons revealed that ASD had significantly lower accuracy rates than either TD or WS group \( (P<0.001 \text{ for both}) \). The WS group’s accuracy was not significant different than that of TD \( (P=0.96) \). The accuracy rate was uncorrelated with verbal IQ \( (r=0.13, P=0.39 \text{ for the overall sample}; P \text{ ranging from 0.29 to 0.68 for within-group correlations}) \).

Averaged ERP waveforms for congruent and incongruent conditions, prior to PCA, are plotted by group at Cz (vertex electrode, where the auditory N400 is typically at its maximum) and Pz (centro-parietal midline electrode) in Figure 1. There is a characteristic negative deflection with a peak latency of ~400–450 ms after the target word (N400), which varies as a function of two sentence categories, i.e. incongruent vs congruent. Specifically, it appears that all groups, to an extent, exhibit the typical N400 effect with a larger negativity elicited by the incongruent sentence endings. However, a clear difference between the groups is also apparent in that this effect appears to be markedly larger in individuals with WS and almost negligent in the ASD group. To quantify these differences, N400 amplitude values were derived by applying PCA to the data, as described in ‘Methods’ section. The Scree test suggested retention of 15 factors accounting for 92.8% of the variance, which were then rotated to simple structure using Varimax. Thus, the temporal PCA reduced the dimensionality of the dataset from 250 time points to 15 temporal factors presumed to reflect 15 underlying processes/ERP components.

Figure 2 represents factor loadings for the first seven temporal factors (the remaining factors accounted for a negligible amount of variance, <1% each). Factor loadings, which are the correlations between the original variables (i.e. time points) and the factors, signify the extent to which a factor
Fig. 1 Mid-line electrodes (Cz and Pz) waveforms averaged for individuals with WS, ASD, and TD. Zero time signifies stimulus (last word of the sentence) onset. Negative voltages are plotted as upward deflections.
has an influence on each time point; hence, higher loadings indicate time points when the factor is strongly active, whereas smaller loadings indicate time points when the factor is relatively inactive. In other words, Figure 2 illustrates the time course of the first seven factors extracted by the PCA. The first temporal factor (TF1), which accounted for 44% of the variance, appeared to reflect the classical Slow Wave, which typically emerges among the first factors in temporal PCAs (Spencer et al., 2001). The second factor, TF2, loaded highly in the 400 ms (300–500) range, the time window corresponding to N400 in which the differences between sentence categories and groups emerged in the raw averaged data (Figure 1). Thus, TF2 was presumed to represent the N400 component. The third factor, TF3, which loaded highly in the 180–220 ms range of the epoch, was attributed to the P200. TF2 and TF3 accounted for 16 and 12% of the variance, respectively.

Ultimately, the PCA resulted in a finite set of factors corresponding to the ERP components visible in the average waveforms (Figure 1). Based on the temporal variance accounted for, the primary candidates for further analyses were TF2 factor scores at Cz, where the N400 elicited by auditory stimuli is typically at its maximum. Next, the means of the TF2 factor scores at Cz (referred to as N400 in future analyses, in the interest of parsimony) were analyzed with regard to the group membership and sentence category. A 3 (group) × 2 (sentence category) mixed ANOVA with repeated measures of the sentence category revealed a main effect of congruity (i.e. N400 effect), such that incongruent sentence endings elicited a significantly larger N400 than congruent stimuli [\(F(1,43) = 29.02, P < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.409\); Figure 3]. In addition, a significant group effect was also observed [\(F(2,43) = 6.37, P = 0.004\)]. Pair-wise comparisons revealed that WS had significantly larger N400 effect than either TD group (\(P = 0.03\)) or ASD group (\(P = 0.001\)). The ASD group’s N400 effect was nearly significantly smaller than that of TD (\(P < 0.07\)).

Next, because the WS and ASD groups differed in IQ, and had virtually non-overlapping distributions, the correlation between IQ and the N400 amplitude was examined to rule out the IQ confound in the N400 group differences. There were no significant correlations between IQ (FSIQ, VIQ or PIQ) and the N400 amplitude (all \(r < 0.10\); all \(P > 0.28\)). Furthermore, to rule out the potential confound of age, given the younger mean age of the WS group, the correlation between age and N400 amplitude was examined. There was no significant correlation between age and N400 in the overall sample (\(P = 0.18\)). Likewise, Pearson correlations assessed separately within each group revealed no significant results (all \(r < 0.18\); all \(P > 0.21\)).

**DISCUSSION**

The current research represents the only known to us study designed to compare the electrophysiological correlates of language comprehension in two populations with opposite communication and social profiles—WS, a syndrome characterized by unusual social interest, and ASD, a syndrome characterized by social withdrawal. The primary intent of the study was to contrast the ERP index of semantic processing in these two populations, with an underlying assumption that the ability to derive meaning from linguistic context might be related to social phenotype. As predicted, there was a systematic group difference between WS and ASD participants with respect to the magnitude of the ERP component known to be sensitive to variations in semantic content. Specifically, individuals with WS showed a significantly larger N400 effect, as compared to both typical controls and ASD individuals, while the latter group demonstrated the smallest N400 effect. These effects were not driven by age or overall cognitive abilities, as measured by IQ.

The N400 indexes the cognitive demand incurred by the integration of a meaningful stimulus (such as a word) into a more general semantic context (such as a sentence). Consequently, smaller N400 effect found in the ASD group.
suggests that they make less use of contextual information, which could be due to a less elaborate or less densely connected semantic network. Because of the N400 sensitivity to semantic context, it is considered a metric of the pattern of spreading activation in the semantic network of the language user. Additionally, it is thought to provide insight into an individual’s ability to integrate this semantic information into a cohesive discourse representation (Osterhout and Holcomb, 1999). Thus, a plausible interpretation of the diminished N400 effect in ASD participants is that they rely less on integrating processes that bring the words of a sentence together into an integrated semantic representation. This interpretation is inline with other functional evidence regarding language comprehension and use in ASD. For instance, participants with autism have been found to show greater activation in visual primary and association cortices on tasks of sentence comprehension, suggesting that they routinely recruit visual imagery for comprehending sentences rather than comprehending them on a purely linguistic basis (Kana et al., 2006). Moreover, the diminished N400 effect found in ASD adults in this study is in line with the findings by Dunn and colleagues (Dunn et al., 1999; Dunn and Bates, 2005) who demonstrated a failure to show an N400 effect in children with autism (notably, using a different, single-word experimental paradigm), underscoring the notion that this effect is not simply an artifact of delayed development in ASD as it persists into adulthood.

As for WS, the finding of a greatly enhanced N400 effect was not necessarily expected given their relative proficiency in language skills, reviewed in detail in the Introduction section. If one accepts the notion that semantic processing is relatively unimpaired in WS, the N400 amplitudes observed in this group should have been comparable to those of TD, as was hypothesized. However, the empirical data indicate a significantly greater effect than that found in TD, which sets a stage for a more challenging and less transparent interpretation. ERP components (e.g. P300 or N400) seen in typical control individuals are presumed to be a baseline response, relative to which other populations (or the same individuals but under certain experimental manipulations) most often exhibit a ‘reduced’ effect. In fact, despite the N400 being conceivably one of the most widely studied ERP components, no other adult population has been found to have a ‘larger’ N400 effect than that observed in healthy controls. A clue might be found in the developmental literature indicating that increased N400 amplitudes have been well documented in childhood and early adolescence. According to a large-scale (N = 130) developmental ERP study (Holcomb et al., 1992), increased N400 effect is seen from 5 to 16 years of age, after which the effect is stabilized at adult-like levels. This age effect on N400 is thought to signify that sentence-level contextual factors play a greater role in language comprehension in children, than they do in more experienced language users (i.e. adults). This is presumed to be either due to the continued functional specialization of neural systems that take place throughout development or, alternatively, due to the plain fact that anomalous sentence endings become more expected with age, because an adult has had a lengthier experience with language and, as a result, more exposure to individual words.

However, the same reasoning is not easily applied when attempting to interpret the marked increase in the N400 effect found in the WS group. First, the continued brain development and specialization account can be ruled out given the adult age of the WS participants and the lack of correlation of N400 with age in our sample. It is similarly unlikely that adult individuals with WS would have had less exposure and less experience with language than age-matched TD controls (which could have led to reduced expectancies for incongruent words and, consequently, to a larger N400 effect). Although this latter account cannot be ruled out entirely without a targeted empirical investigation, it is likely that, given the keen interest in interacting with people and relative proficiency with language, individuals with WS probably have as much, if not more, experience as language users as their TD counterparts do.

Consequently, one prudent interpretation of the markedly enhanced N400 effect in WS is that, even as adults, individuals with WS continue to heavily rely on sentence-level contextual cues in order to derive meaning and comprehend language. Moreover, the larger than TD’s magnitude of the N400 effect, not seen in any other clinical adult population, is in line with the notion of the ‘atypically’ developed semantic organization and language in general, which appears to be the consensual view regarding WS (Karmiloff-Smith, 1998; Klein and Mervis, 1999).1

With regards to the potential source of these divergent results—the diminished N400 effect indicating a decrease in reliance on contextual factors in ASD, and the enhanced N400 effect signifying an increased use of contextual cues in WS—one must consider the possibility that alterations in early sensory processing within the auditory modality might influence the operation of higher order language-relevant systems. Specifically, the hypersensitivity of the auditory system in WS is well documented (Klein et al., 1990; Blomberg et al., 2006) and may in part underlie the relative proficiency in language seen in WS, as was first suggested by Neville et al. (1994). On the other hand, diminished sensitivity to perception of speech prosody, as measured by decreased mismatch negativity (MMN) of auditory ERPs, has been identified in ASD (Korplalhti et al., 2007) and might underlie the impaired language comprehension in ASD. Thus, the low-level sensory processes, which appear to be differentially affected in WS and ASD, might be

1 Of interest, this finding of an atypically large ERP component existing in tandem with what seems to be a relatively proficient ability (language comprehension) typically indexed with this component is reminiscent of other socially relevant skills in WS. Specifically, there is evidence that on some tasks involving processing of socially relevant information, such as face processing, the near typical performance in individuals with WS is also associated with ‘atypical’ neural processing (Mills et al., 2000; Haas et al., 2009).
contributing to the discrepant profiles of language processing in the brain.

Furthermore, these results need to be considered in light of the well-documented effects of experience in the fine-tuning of brain functional organization during development (cf. Kandel et al., 2000). It is possible that divergent patterns of brain activity associated with language processing found in WS and ASD may reflect the brain’s differential plasticity trajectories in response to distinct perceptual inputs resulting from distinct attention, given the WS and ASD’s divergent social-behavioral tendencies. That is, different developmental paths (early attention to people and increased social interactions in WS vs social avoidance in ASD) may manifest as differential information processing abilities when it comes to interpreting context and extracting meaning from what is said by other individuals.

Overall, while WS and ASD had been contrasted with regard to their discrepant attention to social stimuli, often manifested as differential fixation patterns when scanning images including human faces (Riby and Hancock, 2008, 2009), their divergent language processing received less attention in the literature, despite behaviorally distinct use of language by the two populations. Thus, the results of this study further contribute to the systematic picture of discrepant functioning at the levels of behavior, cognitive processing, and, now, brain processing of information, emerging between WS and ASD.

In conclusion, the results of this study demonstrate contrasting patterns of brain activity associated with processing contextual information in individuals with WS and ASD, indicating that people with these two neurodevelopmental disorders process spoken language qualitatively differently, paralleling their divergent social and communication behavior. These findings can be used to generate more specific hypotheses regarding language perception and its neural correlates in both WS and ASD, as well as the core processes involved in the development of social-communicative functioning.
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